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How Shall They be Saved?
With clear writing—technical terms kept to a
minimum—and a contemporary approach,
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emphasizing how each doctrine should be understood
and applied by present-day Christians, Making Sense
of Salvation explores God’s common grace to redeem
those who will be saved, and to demonstrate his
goodness, mercy, justice, and glory. Topics include
but are not limited to the order of salvation—from
God’s choice of people to be saved to the chosen
people receiving a resurrection body; effective
calling—the act of God the father speaking through
the human proclamation of the gospel to summons
people to himself in saving faith; regeneration—a
secret act of God in which he imparts new spiritual life
to us; and glorification—when Christ returns and
raises from the dead the bodies of all believers for all
time who have died. Written in a friendly tone,
appealing to the emotions and the spirit as well as the
intellect, Making Sense of Salvation helps readers
overcome wrong ideas, make better decisions on new
questions, and grow as Christians.

Christian Theology: An Introduction Third
Edition
What can the early church contribute to theology
today? Donald Fairbairn takes us back to the biblical
roots and central convictions of the early church,
showing us what we have tended to overlook,
especially in our understanding of God as Trinity, the
person of Christ and the nature of our salvation as
sharing in the Son's relationship to the Father.

Making Sense of Salvation
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Part 1 delineates the array of positions - including
liberal, Catholic, and Protestant stances - taken on the
destiny of the unevangelized. In part 2 the author
probes the critical issues, including the role of general
revelation, the possibility of salvation after death, the
requirements of salvation, the number of the
redeemed, and the problem of annihilationism. In the
final part, Erickson tackles two practical areas: (1) the
fate of those who die in infancy and others who do not
reach the age of accountability and (2) how the
subject of the destiny of the unevangelized affects
evangelism and missions.

Christian Theology
How do we know the Bible is God’s Word? What is sin
and where did it come from? How is Jesus fully God
and fully man? What are spiritual gifts? When and
how will Christ return? If you’ve asked questions like
these, then "systematic theology" is no abstract term.
It’s an approach to finding answers every Christian
needs to know. Bible Doctrine takes a highly
commended upper-level textbook on systematic
theology and makes it accessible to the average
reader. Abridged from Wayne Grudem’s awardwinning Systematic Theology, Bible Doctrine covers
the same essentials of the faith, giving you a firm
grasp on seven key topics: The Doctrine of the Word
of God The Doctrine of God The Doctrine of Man The
Doctrine of Christ The Doctrine of the Application of
Redemption The Doctrine of the Church The Doctrine
of the Future Like Systematic Theology, this book is
marked by its clarity, its strong scriptural emphasis,
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its thoroughness in scope and detail, and its
treatment of such timely topics as spiritual warfare
and the gifts of the Spirit. But you don’t need to have
had several years of Bible school to reap the full
benefits of Bible Doctrine. It’s easy to
understand--and it’s packed with solid, biblical
answers to your most important questions.

Introducing Christian Doctrine
Understanding the Times
Avoiding any form of denominational or theological
bias, this essential textbook provides full coverage of
the first 2,000 years of Christian theological debate,
including substantial information on historical,
philosophical, and systemic theology. Includes an
extensive glossary of terms and an updated guide to
theological resources on the Internet.

The Formation of Christian Doctrine
A comprehensive approach focused on sustainable
change Asset Building and Community Development,
Fourth Edition examines the promise and limits of
community development by showing students and
practitioners how asset-based developments can
improve the sustainability and quality of life. Authors
Gary Paul Green and Anna Haines provide an
engaging, thought-provoking, and comprehensive
approach to asset building by focusing on the role of
different forms of community capital in the
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development process. Updated throughout, this
edition explores how communities are building on
their key assets—physical, human, social, financial,
environmental, political, and cultural capital— to
generate positive change. With a focus on community
outcomes, the authors illustrate how development
controlled by community-based organizations
provides a better match between assets and the
needs of the community.

Reclaiming the Center
The widely used Grasping God’s Word, now in a
revised third edition, teaches the foundational
principles and tools of biblical interpretation. J. Scott
Duvall, who specializes in New Testament studies,
and Old Testament scholar J. Daniel Hays survey
numerous biblical passages, demonstrating solid
interpretive strategies for understanding the Bible.
This workbook is designed to use alongside the
Grasping God’s Word textbook, following its structure
with activities that offer additional practice for all the
elements of faithful scholarship as they are
presented. College-level students and other serious
learners will have the opportunity to try out their
interpretive skills by applying them to specific genres
and contexts. Both Grasping God’s Word and
Grasping God’s Word Workbook treat Scripture as the
solid rock of Christian faith, one that students will grip
more easily when they know how to read it, how to
interpret it, and how to apply it.

Life in the Trinity
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Theological Method: A Guide for the
Perplexed
1. Belief in God- I believe in God the Father Almighty;
Arguments for the Existence of God; Revelation and
Inspiration: Maker of Heaven and Earth 2. The Jesus of
History- Historical Religion; Jesus Christ, His Only Son,
Our Lord: the Incarnation; Conceived by the Holy
Ghost, Born of the Virgin Mary 3. The Word of the
Cross- The Suffering Christ; the Mystery of Evil;
Suffered under Pontius Pilate; Theologies of the
Atonement; Dead and Buried, He Descended into Hell
4. The Power and the Wisdom- He Rose Again; the
Doctrine of the Resurrection; the Resurrection as Fact
and as Symbol; the Evidence for the Resurrection; He
Ascended into Heaven 5. The Spirit of the Lord- The
Holy Ghost; the Holy Spirit in the Old Testament: the
Pentecost Experience; Aspects of the Doctrine of the
Holy Spirit: the Work of the Holy Spirit: Summary: the
Christian Doctrine of God, the Holy Trinity 6. The
People of God- The Church: a Divine Plan: the Church
of the Old Covenant; the Church of the New Israel; the
Doctrine of the Ministry 7. The Means of Grace- Grace
and the Means of Grace; Worship; the Sacramental
Principle; Holy Baptism; the Holy Communion, or
Eucharist 8. The Written Word- The Witness to the
Christ-Centered Faith; the Inspiration of the Bible; the
Canon of Scripture; the Old Testament Scripture; the
New Testament Scripture 9. The Double CurePersonal Religion; the Doctrine of Grace; the Life of
Grace 10. The Hope of Glory- The Christian Hope;
Hebrew and Greek Symbolism; the Second Advent;
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the Millennial Kingdom; Human Destiny

God in Three Persons
Long-Awaited Systematic Theology by Well-Known
Pastor, Author, and President of the Master's
Seminary Doctrine isn’t just for theologians—it’s
important for every Christian because it shows us who
God is and how we should live. Systematizing the
robust theology that has undergirded John
MacArthur’s well-known preaching ministry for
decades, this overview of basic Christian doctrine
covers topics such as God the Father, Jesus Christ, the
Holy Spirit, the Bible, salvation, and more.
Comprehensive in scope yet written to be accessible
to the average reader—with non-technical vocabulary,
minimal footnotes, and a helpful bibliography—this
volume offers Christians a solid foundation for what
they believe and why.

Asset Building & Community
Development
The dean of evangelical theologians explores six
evangelical responses--both positive and negative--to
postmodernism.

Manual of Christian Doctrine
A biblical, clear, cogent, accessible, comprehensive,
and practical summary of Christian belief by one of
the most important and original American theologians
of the last hundred years.
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Biblical Doctrine
This introductory theology text explains key concepts
in Christian doctrine and shows that doctrine is
integrally linked to the practical realities of Christian
life. In order to grow into more faithful practitioners of
Christianity, we need to engage in the practice of
learning doctrine and understanding how it shapes
faithful lives. Beth Felker Jones helps students
articulate basic Christian doctrines, think theologically
so they can act Christianly in a diverse world, and
connect Christian thought to their everyday life of
faith. This book, written from a solidly evangelical yet
ecumenically aware perspective, models a way of
doing theology that is generous and charitable. It
attends to history and contemporary debates and
features voices from the global church. Sidebars
made up of illustrative quotations, key Scripture
passages, classic hymn texts, and devotional poetry
punctuate the chapters.

An Introduction to Christian Theology
Practicing Christian Doctrine
Your view of God determines your view of the
world.You hold in your hands a landmark guide to
understanding the ideas and forces shaping our
times. Understanding the Times offers a fascinating,
comprehensive look at the how the tenets of the
Christian worldview compares with the five major
competing worldviews of our day: Islam, Secular
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Humanism, Marxism, New Age, and Postmodernism.
Understanding the Times is a systematic way to
understand the ideas that rule our world. While the
material is expansive, the engaging, easy-tounderstand writing style invites you to discover the
truths of God – and our world. This classic should be
on the shelf of every Christian home, on the desk of
every pastor, and in the hands of every Christian
student headed off to college.

Introducing Christian Doctrine
This user-friendly guide by a noted biblical scholar
explores three crucial questions that often pose
difficulty for those seeking to understand the doctrine
of the Trinity.

Aramaya
A revised edition of Erickson's successful systematic
theology with updated text and new pedagogical aids,
such as chapter outlines, chapter objectives, and
study questions.

Foundational Issues in Christian
Education
Students often find introductions to systematic
theology too daunting or boring to wade through.
Here author and teacher Bradley Hanson offers an
attractive, accessible alternative for undergraduates.
Hanson draws on 16 years of successful teaching to
create exciting and pertinent presentations of major
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topics, illuminate options on key issues, and nudge
students to formulate a personal stance.

God the Father Almighty
In what may be regarded as his magnum opus, Clark
Pinnock turns attention to the vital doctrine of the
Holy Spirit in relation to other key doctrines such as
the Trinity, creation, Christology and the church.

Systematic Theology
The Formation of Christian Doctrine is a high-level
academic study of the history of Christian doctrinal
development. The book distinguishes at length
between the scholarly term “inventio” (making
explicit what is implicit in the biblical revelation) and
the idea of “invention” (presenting a novelty as
Christian teaching that conflicts with the biblical
revelation). Specifically, The Formation of Christian
Doctrine identifies biblical inerrancy as an inventio
but sees the “priesthood of believers” concept as a
license to believe “whatever teaching seems right to
me.” Sure to be of interest in academic circles, even
to those who might disagree with the author, this
book will appeal to three major groups: Evangelicals
in relation to the twentieth-century development of a
detailed doctrine of biblical inerrancy, Baptists in light
of both biblical inerrancy and the seventeenth-century
development of believer’s baptism, and Roman
Catholics because of their respect for tradition and
interest in such a challenging conservative Protestant
perspective as is found here.
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Historical Theology
In this brief and winsome book, Michael Reeves
presents an introduction to the Christian faith that is
rooted in the triune God. He takes cues from
preachers and teachers down through the ages,
setting key doctrines of creation, the person and work
of Christ, and life in the Spirit into a simple framework
of the Christian life.

Grasping God's Word Workbook
The trinity is the least understood and most important
concept in the church. Yet many would just as soon
jettison it in the interest of ecumenical unity. God in
Three Persons defends the significance of a trinitarian
definition and explains it in understandable terms.

Christian Theology
In God the Father Almighty Erickson develops a sturdy
exposition of the doctrine of God. He interacts with
criticism brought against the traditional view of God
and offers a fresh analysis of the attributes of God in
light of Scripture and the contemporary scene. God
the Father Almighty is a companion volume to
Erickson's other theological monographs (God in
Three Persons and The Word Became Flesh).

Flame of Love
Christian Fiction or Biblical Fact? Today, the hope that
all believers on earth will be "caught up" to heaven is
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being challenged in new waves of criticism. Is the
rapture really taught in the Bible? Can we really
expect Jesus to gather up His followers before the
Antichrist is revealed? In this well-reasoned and
thorough defense, prophecy authors Mark Hitchcock
and Ed Hindson examine the concept, context, and
consequences of the important and long-expected
event known as the rapture. Discover the answers to
such questions as What is the rapture—and is there
any historical precedent for it? Why do some believers
object to the idea of a rapture? Does the timing of the
rapture really make a difference? As you explore what
Scripture says about the end times, you'll get a
grander glimpse of your glorious future and the
deepest hope of every follower of Jesus.

Introduction to Christian Doctrine
Leading evangelical scholar Millard Erickson offers a
new edition of his bestselling doctrine text (over
100,000 copies sold), now thoroughly revised
throughout. This book is an abridged, less technical
version of Erickson's classic Christian Theology.
Pastors and students alike will find this survey of
Christian theology and doctrine to be biblical,
contemporary, moderate, and fair to various
positions. It is a practical and accessible resource that
applies doctrine to Christian life and ministry. This
book is supplemented with helpful web materials for
students and professors through Baker Academic's
Textbook eSources.

Contemporary Options in Eschatology
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Seeks to bring the original dictionary up-to-date by
supplementing it with pertinent ideas and biographies
from the past fifteen years, with an emphasis on the
historical figures and movements of the first nineteen
centuries of Christianity.

Turning Points
Basing this work on his own full-scale Systematic
Theology, Berkhof summarizes the body of church
doctrine, beginning with the doctrines of Scripture
and God and proceeding through statements on
anthropology, Christology, soteriology, and more.

Handbook of Basic Bible Texts
"When evangelicals confuse an improper passion for
novelty witha proper pursuit of academic and pastoral
relevance, the resultscan be distressing. I cannot
express how grateful I am for thewell-formed wisdom
with which this book points to the abiding anddecisive
relevance for future route-finding of the old
theologicalpaths." -J. I. Packer, Professor, Regent
College "For those evangelicals who-like myself-are
increasinglytroubled by extravagant claims made by
various evangelical scholarsabout the nature of the
'postmodern' challenge, as well as byearnest calls to
develop new epistemological and
theologicalperspectives in response to this challenge,
the writers of theseessays shed much light. This book
is must-reading for everyone whowants to promote a
clear-thinking evangelicalism for ourcontemporary
context." -Richard J. Mouw, President and Professor
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ofChristian Philosophy, Fuller Seminary "Here is a
collection of intelligent, provocative, gutsy essaysthat
dare to fly into the eye of the scholarly storm
overevangelical identity. Though different
perspectives are presenteven here, the underlying
thesis is clear and worth heeding: theeager, and
sometimes uncritical, embrace of postmodernist
paradigmsmay be as premature as it has proven to be
unproductive for thewell-being of the evangelical
church. One of the most importantbooks of the new
century!" -Timothy George, Dean, Beeson Divinity
School,Samford University "Provocative, timely, and
controversial!" -Donald G. Bloesch, Professor of
TheologyEmeritus, Dubuque Theological Seminary
"Compromise and confusion stand at the center
ofevangelicalism's theological crisis, and a clearheaded andconvictional analysis of the problem has
been desperately needed.Thankfully, Reclaiming the
Center has arrived just in time. . . .My fervent hope is
that it will open evangelical eyes, humbleevangelical
hearts, and awaken this generation to the peril
ofaccommodationism." -R. Albert Mohler, Jr.,
President, The SouthernBaptist Theological Seminary
"The authors of this well-designed volume provide a
bold andwell-argued response to what is sometimes
called 'postconservativeevangelicalism.' This
important conversation regarding the essence,center,
and boundaries of evangelicalism is here
explored,interpreted, and assessed from a wellinformed theological,philosophical, and historical
perspective. . . . I heartily commendthis volume and
trust it will find a large readership." -David S. Dockery,
President, Union University
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Practical Christian Theology
Most historical theology texts follow Christian beliefs
chronologically, discussing notable doctrinal
developments for all areas of theology according to
their historical appearance. And while this may be
good history, it can make for confusing theology, with
the classic theological loci scattered throughout
various time periods, movements, and controversies.
In Historical Theology, Gregg Allison offers students
the opportunity to study the historical development of
theology according to a topical-chronological
arrangement, setting out the history of Christian
doctrine one theological element at a time. Such an
approach allows readers to concentrate on one tenet
of Christianity and its formulation in the early church,
through the Middle Ages, Reformation, and postReformation era, and into the modern period. The text
includes a generous mix of primary source material as
well, citing the words of Cyprian, Augustine, Aquinas,
Luther, Calvin, Barth, and others. Allison references
the most accessible editions of these notable
theologians’ work so that readers can continue their
study of historical theology through Christian history’s
most important contributors. Historical Theology is a
superb resource for those familiar with Wayne
Grudem’s Systematic Theology or interested in
understanding the development of Christian theology.

Delighting in the Trinity
Now organized around 14 key moments in church
history, this well-received text provides contemporary
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Christians with a fuller understanding of God as He
has revealed his purpose through the centuries and
around the world. Original.

The Christian Theology Reader
Updated and revised, this book explores the essential
foundations of Christian education that educators
draw upon in their thought and practice.

The Evangelical Left
Introducing Christian Doctrine is an abridged, less
technical version of Millard J. Erickson's classic
Christian Theology. Pastors and students alike will
find this survey of Christian theology and doctrine a
practical and accessible resource with both breadth
and substance. Erickson begins by explaining what
theology is and then progresses through the doctrines
of revelation, God, creation and providence,
humanity, sin, Jesus Christ, the Holy Spirit, the
atonement and salvation, the church, and
eschatology. This second edition adds pedagogical
aids, includes a chapter on postmodernity, and
features the pertinent chapter from Christian
Theology contemporizing the gospel message.

Can We Still Believe in the Rapture?
Theological Method: A Guide for the Perplexed is a
book that introduces the reader to the practice of
doing theology. It provides a historical survey of key
figures and concepts that bear on an understanding
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of difficult methodological issues in Christian
theology. Beginning with a description of
philosophical themes that affect the way theology is
done today, it summarizes the various theological
methods deployed by theologians and churches over
two millennia of Christian thought. The book uncovers
patterns in the theological task of relating biblical
texts with beliefs and doctrines, according to
historically conditioned theological and cultural
priorities. The book's highlights include a discussion of
Augustine's epoch-making De doctrina Christiana.
Also receiving close attention is the relationship
between philosophy and theology during the Middle
Ages, the meaning of sola scriptura for the Protestant
Reformers, the methods of key interpreters of
doctrine in the nineteenth century and the theological
priorities of the 'Radical Orthodoxy' movement.

Postmodernizing the Faith
This volume provides the complete text of key
Scripture passages that form the basis for theological
study. The text used is the highly readable and
modern New International Version. The verses listed
are grouped by the classical categories of systematic
theology (e.g., God, Christ, Salvation); on disputed
points, verses from which the major theological views
derive are given. Footnotes provide clarification and
brief commentary on verses as appropriate. This work
is intended to assist the theological student who
might not take the time to look up the verses cited in
systematic theologies, but it will also be useful to
anyone seeking to better understand the major
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themes of Scripture.

Introduction to Christian Theology
Far from being solely an academic enterprise, the
practice of theology can pique the interest of anyone
who wonders about the meaning of life. Inviting
readers on a journey of 'faith seeking understanding',
this introduction to Christian theology - its basic
concepts, confessional content, and history emphasizes the relevance of the key convictions of
Christian faith to the challenges of today's world. In
the first part, this book introduces the project of
Christian theology and sketches the critical context
that confronts Christian thought and practice today. In
a second part, it offers a survey of the key doctrinal
themes of Christian theology - including revelation,
the triune God, and the world as creation - identifying
their biblical basis and the highlights of their historical
development before giving a systematic evaluation of
each theme. The third part provides an overview of
Christian theology from the early church to the
present.

Making Sense of the Trinity
Millard Erickson identifies practioners of a new
theological movement in evangelicalism that he
contends have adopted a postconservative position
and have drifted from the fundamental affirmations of
conservative evangelicalism.

Bible Doctrine
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Leading evangelical scholar Millard Erickson offers a
new edition of his bestselling textbook, now
substantially updated and revised throughout. This
edition takes into account feedback from professors
and students and reflects current theological
conversations, with added material on the atonement,
justification, and divine foreknowledge. Erickson's
comprehensive introduction is biblical, contemporary,
moderate, and fair to various positions, and it applies
doctrine to Christian life and ministry.

General Revelation
Regarded as the leading text in Christian theology for
the last 25 years, Alister E. McGrath’s The Christian
Theology Reader is now available in a new 5th edition
featuring completely revised and updated content.
Brings together more than 350 readings from over
200 sources that chart 2,000 years of Christian
history Situates each reading within the appropriate
historical and theological context with its own
introduction, commentary, and study questions
Includes new readings on world Christianity and
feminist, liberation, and postcolonial theologies, as
well as more selections by female theologians and
theologians from the developing world Contains
additional pedagogical features, such as new
discussion questions and case studies, and a robust
website with new videos by the author to aid student
learning Designed to function as a stand-alone
volume, or as a companion to Christian Theology: An
Introduction, 6th edition, for a complete overview of
the subject
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The Concise Dictionary of Christian
Theology (Revised Edition)
(4th edition) "One of the best outlined, one-volume
books on theology in print." —Dr. Harold L.
Wilmington, Liberty University
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